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Tradency introduces the “Mirror 360” a full mirroring 

solution  

One-stop-shop Mirror Trader solution for all brokers 
 

May 27, 2014 – Tradency, a global technology company focusing on product 

development and advanced services to financial institutions, is launching its new 

“Mirror 360” solution at the iFXexpo in Cyprus this week. The new offering by 

Tradency enables brokers to swiftly implement a complete Mirroring solution.  

 

The “Mirror 360” is compiled of the award winning Mirror Trader platform frontend 

and the technologically advanced Mirror server back office, all seamlessly 

interconnected alongside additional complimentary advanced components. 

Tradency’s technological edge comes into full force as it presents brokers with this 

standalone all rounded solution containing: frontend platform, margin system, server 

and back office, smart risk management, API, Mirror Trader unique strategies, 

liquidity router and more.  

 

 

The “Mirror 360” completes the already extensive Mirroring implementation options, 

as Tradency will continue to develop and support its open architecture and 

cooperation with 3rd party vendors. In order to support the new “Mirror 360” offering, 

Tradency is launching a new structure of 3 service level packages. These packages 

http://www.tradency.com/
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are formulated to suite the nature and needs of different types of brokers. The 

“White Label package” is an entry level package available via secondary distribution 

channels. The “Full License package” is the standard package with a full Mirror 

Trader platform service & support. The third service package is the “Premium 

package”, offering heavy duty, robust system infrastructure, and advanced features 

and customization options. 

 

The “Mirror 360” complete solution will be revealed at the iFXExpo, in Cyprus, later 

this week.  

 

 

-End- 

 

About Tradency 

Tradency Inc. is the developer and originator of Mirror Trading technology, which 

enables FOREX traders to use the knowledge of experienced traders in real time for 

their own trading techniques. Tradency’s Mirror Trading Platform offers traders a 

flexible choice of combining its groundbreaking approach with traditional online 

trading methods. Since its inception in 2005, Tradency has pioneered this new 

method, creating a new category of platform trading. Tradency continues to innovate 

its services, reinforcing its reputation as the creator of cutting-edge industry 

practice.  www.tradency.com 
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